Impress your colleagues with professional project reports

Presentation Graphics app

Supports common
layouts and export
formats

Save time by creating
and reusing report
templates

Create customized
report visualizations

The Presentation Graphics app enhances the scheduling
functionality in cplace by adding a powerful solution to
extract project planning information, e.g. from a Gantt
diagram. Use the app to create project presentations for
stakeholders, such as project members who do not
work with cplace. Generate custom reports with just a
few mouse clicks, and export them in PDF, PNG or
PowerPoint format. Use the intuitive web configurator to
select the desired project information and edit it visually
as desired. The preview window lets you see what the
results of your visualization and customization work will
ultimately look like. You can save the chosen settings in
a profile that can be reused and shared. This way you
will always have a convenient template that is based on
your individual visualization preferences.

Business Challenge
Visualizations and reports reflecting the current project status or sections
from the project plan are frequently used as a basis for discussions in
meetings or in presentations, whether on screen or on paper. But
creating visually appealing, well organized, easy-to-read reports in
PowerPoint or similar applications is time-consuming, and the results are
often not visually satisfactory, especially when you're trying to present
complex, voluminous charts or schedules.

Customer benefits
The cplace Presentation Graphics app is an efficient tool that allows you
to generate professional-looking reports quickly and effortlessly. Thanks
to a broad range of intuitive visualization tools, the app lets you
customize your reports to suit the given requirements. Create compelling
reports with just a few mouse clicks, no matter how complex the
schedule.

You want to learn
more?
Schedule a live demo
or give us a call:

www.cplace.de/en
+49 (0) 89 80 91 33 2300

Special features
1.

The app provides a high level of flexibility. Select common page
formats (e.g. A4, A0) directly or define your own formats. Report files
may be exported in PowerPoint, PDF or PNG format.

2.

The app offers a wide range of features to edit the design of your
report: You can individually define the columns and rows of the
schedule you want to include, select type fonts and styles, and
choose the preferred visual representation of event classes or the
project schedule granularity. There is also a host of choices for
depicting roll-up rows, reference dates or milestone distances.

3.

Save all your customized visualization settings in the app so you can
reuse them to minimize the amount of time and effort that goes into
your next report. You can also share your settings with other users:
An access authorization scheme lets you decide whether your shared
or reused settings can be overwritten or not. All this enables you to
standardize your report formatting.

Who we are
collaboration Factory AG is a
trend-setting software
company with focus on
project and collaboration
management. With our
extensive knowledge,
professional expertise and a
new business model we
develop compelling solutions
in communities. The game
changer is cplace, our
extraordinary platform for
project-oriented work.
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